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Understanding Factors
Cumulative Factor Returns
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• Long-term effect
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Types of Factors
Risk factors explain cross-sectional differences in
performance
• E.g. small stocks expected to outperform large stocks
• Pure risk factors have no expected associated long-term
return
• Alpha factors have an expected direction
• “Stock selection” or idiosyncratic risk is specific to an
individual company apart from its risk exposures

All alpha factors are risk factors, but not all risk factors
are alpha factors

Risk
— Vs —
Alpha
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Examples of Risk Factors
Factors

Definition

Theory

Expected
Factor
Return

Low risk stocks tend to outperform high
risk lottery tickets

Negative

Total Return over the past 12 months,
excluding the most recent month

Investors underreact to good news on
medium term horizon

Positive

Growth

Sustainable growth rate, historical earnings
growth, historical sales growth

Stocks with sustainable earnings growth
tend to outperform

Positive

Value

Book-to-price ratio, earnings-to-price ratio

Cheap stocks outperform in the long run

Positive

Natural logarithm of total issuer market
capitalization

Smaller stocks outperform large

Negative

Risk-based Investment Behaviors
Volatility

3 month average of absolute return over
cross-sectional standard deviation

Price-Reaction Based Factors
Momentum

Growth & Value

Other Characteristics
Size
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Dataset:

Case Study:
Factor Awareness in Alternative Data

Estimize Pre- and Post-Earnings Drift
Scores

Time period:
January 4, 2016 – December 29, 2017

Alternative Data in the Context of Factors
Alternative data can generate signals that will anticipate a
stock’s future factor score. On a relative value basis, stocks with
higher (lower) fundamental factor scores will out (under)
perform stocks with lower fundamental factor scores
Growth Factor Score

1. Company announces
earnings that surprise the
street.
2. Analysts revise their
earnings projections
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Earnings surprise from a factor
point-of-view

Re-rating
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3. Factor models pick up
revisions in projections and
re-rate the company’s
fundamental factor scores
4. Smart passive or active
quant investors buy/sell the
stock as part of their
regular rebalancing
activities
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Earnings
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Factor Awareness Case Study: Estimize
Dataset with proven value
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Factor Awareness Case Study: Estimize
Experimental Setup

Why Dollar Neutral
Portfolio?

•

signal strengths

1. Filtered / mapped dataset:
•

“pre” signals < 5 trading days before earnings date

•

“post” signals 1-5 trading dates after earnings date

•

Minimum number of signals per day = 20 per side

•

Mapped scores from -100 to +100 to -5 to +5

2. Created score-weighted dollar-neutral portfolios
•

Each day containing “pre” and “post” signals

•

GMV long = GMV short

Maintains relative

•

Removes market bias

•

Interpretable results

•

Approach can be
used for any type of
signal

3. Ran historical factor attribution analysis
•

Omega Point Portfolio Intelligence with Axioma Worldwide
Medium Horizon model
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Factor Awareness Case Study: Estimize

Observations

Overall strong signal
performance
BUT
25% factor drag on
much stronger
alpha
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Factor Awareness Case Study: Estimize
Analyzing components of the factor drag
Biggest category: Style (-1.55%)

Biggest factor: Short-Term Momentum (-1.02%)

Strong portfolio by most measures, but
short-term momentum factor drift is
‘silently’ dragging down returns
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Factor Awareness Case Study: Estimize

Short-Term
Momentum
Classic reversal signal

Strong negative risk
premium (“negative
alpha factor”)

Clearly we should get rid
of this unintended
exposure!
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Takeaways
• It is becoming mission critical for portfolio
managers to understand how factors explain and
influence their investment return
• The same type of factor analysis used in analyzing
traditional fundamental and quant portfolios can
be applied to those built using alternative data
• Factor analysis allows managers to identify
unintended exposures when adding alternative
data into the investment process
• The case study shown is an independent strategy,
but alternative data modeling can work in
conjunction with your existing strategies
• Regardless of what tools and data you use - you
need to be factor aware.
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A Special Thank You

We would like to thank Estimize for providing us with generous
access to their invaluable pre- and post-earnings dataset.
These and other Estimize alternative datasets integrate seamlessly
within our models and can help fund managers easily incorporate
factors into their portfolio decision-making to reduce risk and
increase alpha.
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See Our Upcoming Whitepaper
Alternative Data In A Factor-Aware Investment Process
You can subscribe to our newsletters at www.ompnt.com
and www.axioma.com to receive the latest updates
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